ACE FRAYLEYS’S CHILD HIRES PUBLICIST!
RELEASES OUTSTANDING PRESS KIT FOR dada!
The
Turncoat
Tablists,
Cram
LGBTO,
Cat
Gunt,
Tuskstache,
Lumpy
Banana Rammer, Van Hailin’, and Wrinkled Dink.

Halen,
Nuts,

With an overall combined experience between 8 and
10 years, Ace Frayleys’s Child displays a wisdom of the
ages desperately lacking in many so-called “scenes” or
“electronic music festivals” or “clubs” or “record stores”
or “beaches” or “factories”. Why all the jargon? Because
what you are about to read is a story more insightful
and biting than a movie by Orsyn Welles, book by Jeremy
Scahyll, and drum solo by Aesop Dekker’s uvula combined.
It is also far less embarrassing than an interview with
Adam Gollnyr.

WHY? PRECISELY.
“The problem:
This mega
star’s mass
is
actually
higher than
the theories
of physics
permit.
A
supergiant
of this size
shouldn’t be
able to exist
at all.”
-Ideas
&
Discoveries

There

was the Cat Man.
There
was
the
Star
Child.
Eventually,
after
eighteen paternity lawsuits,
there was Ace Frayleys’s
Child. (The name is purely
coincidental. There is no
relation to Screamin’ Arthur
Frayleys a.k.a “Ace”.)
Asian astrologers forecasted 2016 as the Year of the
Monkey. With more precise examination of the stars, 2016
is the Year of the Lemur. Order: Primates. Family: Lemuridae.
This change in the established order of the sacred
books and sky charts belonging to The Association of
Astrologers, Well-Wishers and Gift Retailers of South
Central Beijing and Guangdong may have fortuitous
or catastrophic consequences depending on where
your birthday falls. Those who are lemurs are promised
increased dividends, greater wisdom, good times, and
a new recording by Ace Frayleys’s Child, a veritable
supergroup comprised of members from Anglo Saxon,
Hauling Trash, Crotch, Van Haelenstraat, Cummingtonite,
Los Nunchucks, Holeeeeeeee Fuckin’ Fuckin’ Fuck,
R.A.M.T.H.A., Black Fred Flintstone, Canned Halen,
Beagle Swapper, Pissa Italiana, Muck Tuck, Monosyllabic,

L

emmy. Bowie. Boutros Boutros-Ghali. In 2016, the world
lost too many legends with names that sounded similar.
Some take this as a sign that the world is on the verge of
a great rebirth; an ushering in of new, uncharted genius.
The Ace Frayleys’s Child moniker sounds nothing like
Lemmy’s nor Bowie’s, but it has about as many syllables
as Boutros Boutros-Ghali. It is almost as catchy.
Experts, numerologists, and the occasional war
criminal such as Henry Kissmyassenger predict Ace
Frayleys’s Child is on the verge of massive
breakthroughs on the international diplomacy
front with their latest album. A buzz on dada, has
purportedly been heard in the hermit kingdom of
North Korea as well as Hotel Hermit in Minsk, Belarus.
“I think we make an sounds,” says Newt “Alfred”
Newd before nodding off over the telephone from his
bachelor apartment in Cosa Mesa, California following
a series of calculated bong hits aided by a
computerized guidance system. Perhaps he said “ant
sounds”. Regardless, Newds certainly knows what he’s
talking about, having been fired from Ace Frayleys’s
Child one month previous to this conversation, when
this fickle music journalist was commissioned to
write the band’s press kit because he needs the fucking
money because another more-fickle, amateur, music
journalist refused to pay him after his blog took off and
now he charges premium dollar to holier-than-thou
record labels that release vinyl by artists who don’t
even know who Miroslav Satan is.
Before we go any further into the future as predicted by
Chinese astrologists with names like Champ, Kyoo Roc,
and Wheezie Li, a background check is in order.
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FROM ZYGOTE TO ZELIG

A
“Spectres
is
more
consistent
than last year’s
Agents
of
Fortune.”
-RollingStone

fter amassing a burgeoning following in the west coast
Punk Christ scene with several lauded cassettes that
included Sweat Hole Alabama, Five Pinkies Instead of None,
and Cheesed, Ace Frayleys’s Child got as much attention
for their controversial cover art, often featuring sores and
microbes, as for the sounds therein.
“The Child”, as many of their devoted fans referred to Ace
Frayleys’s Child, began to alienate many of their devoted
fans, but not the ones who referred to them as “The Child”.
They shifted to writing actual songs instead of recording
screeching feedback with vocalist Happy Beefcat yelling
about how he hates being in the same room as the other
members. It was “the aural equivalent of shards of glass
being shoved into one’s armpit by a rhinocerous” as one
underground blog/random comment described Ace
Frayleys’s Child. At the live shows, nihilistic punks,
electronic music enthusiasts, and budding industrialists
fed off the “violence-lite”, as some witnesses called their
shocking performances due to their absence of actual
beatings and manslaughters. A common substitute for
grievous bodily harm often came from the band as
they vandalized nearby storefronts while leaving their
instruments blaring feedback back at whatever community
hall or band-house basement that passed for a venue.
The fans were dismayed that Ace Frayleys’s Child were
actually applying form and melody to their noise. Former

devotees hurled the nastiest insult they could muster:
Sell-outs! Conceivably, the natural progression for a
hateful noise band would be to start DJ-ing dark house
sets at Testy’s Ovum in Olympia, Washington. Instead, Ace
Frayleys’s Child unpredictably latched on to the classics:
Black Oak Arkansas, Bread, Spandau Ballet, Freddie and
the Dreamers, Silverchair, and Alien Ant Farm. A new direction was on the horizon. They just needed spiritual
guidance.
After a chance meeting with Judy Hamptyn, a streetside
“Sam the Sham” Samudio impersonator and part-time
spiritual medium from Lousiana, they found an interim
spiritual guide who put them in contact with long-dead
former-Yugoslavian revolutionary Arso Jovanovic. The
obscure historical spook, in turn, introduced Ace Frayleys’s
Child to engineer and producer “Mean” G. Jean G.
Simmons. It turned out that Arso the J knew Simmons’s
dealer, English Don. “The Child” desperately wanted to
work with Simmons when they found out from English
Don that the producer once met Nick Night, the man
responsible for the “sleeve photo” on Spandau Ballet’s
Through the Barricades. It ranked 186 on Rolling Stone’s
list of the top 200 sleeve photos of all time. They also
asked English John to join the band as its lead drugs player.
From that moment, a creative outburst for Ace Frayleys’s
Child ensued, the like of which has never been seen. The
band coined a series of previously unheard obscenities,
some of which made Myrle Allyn of The Myrder Junkies
Featuring Myrle Allyn blush. Drummer Darrel “Flipper”
Wilson spray painted cocks on bus stop advertisements
and parked vehicles that finally made critics pay attention.
Guitarist Black Metal Donald Hallvorsson-Knudsen changed
his guitar strings. Bloggers tweeted..

JUST AXE THE ASS KISS

A

ce Frayleys’s Child does not seek to imitate the past.
Ace Frayleys’s Child asks us to look at the past and
imagine what could have been and how the present day
would have been affected by it. For instance, had a young
Adolf Hitler hit upon painting a variation of the revolutionary
“dogs playing poker” he could have skyrocketed to
forefront of the European surrealist movement and made
a decent living as an artist instead of becoming the
embittered emperor of the kaiser-loving prickheads.
Perhaps, now, we would not be suffering through
listening to our co-workers talking about the plot of
last night’s episode of The Big Bang Theory. Maybe they
would be listening to dada on their Orgone Music Misting
Devices © instead.
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Happy Beefcat after an unprecedented creative outpouring.
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Do you see? Do you understand? Comprende? Oyeme
mama? The songs of Ace Frayleys’s Child do not merely
represent the here and now, the zeitgeist, the
synchronicity of what 60-63% of the population of
Kandahar, Saskatchewan and Monster, De Netherlands
feel. They present an idealistic utopian future and an
alternative past; one where contemporary, bearded hipsters
who study the Torah and antediluvian, aging mortgage

We can see how this new outlook comes to bear on the
band’s development displayed on their latest offering,
dada. Gone are the needle tracks. Gone are the bicycle
shorts. Gone are the samples of Fallout Boy. Gone are
the fart jokes. Gone are the temper tantrums. Gone are
the accounting irregularities. Gone are the harpsichords
played underwater with sledgehammers. Gone is the
animal cruelty.

“[I]
listened
to this record
and then I
listened to it
again.... I said,
‘I don’t know
what’s good
anymore.’”
- Vice

“ H o w e v e r,
any
band
that opens its
record with a
song
about
‘Godzilla’
definitely must
be reckoned
with.”
-Rolling Stone

Instead, there is a fresh and mature commitment to
musical growth for growth sake. Most of the members
were taking Japanese growth sake during the writing
and recording of these sessions, highly influencing the
distinctive sounds that echo with the poetry and
prosperity of Lynyrd Cohyn and G.G. Allyn.
Prim and proper. That is what the 2016 version of Ace
Frayleys’s Child will be. Yes.

FELDMAN

F
Nick Night (l) and English Don (r) discuss the
award-winning “sleeve photo”.
brokers can both claim to have seen Ace Frayleys’s Child
before they made it big, be it a dive bar in Brooklyn circa
1973 or a basement party in Portland in 2014. The only difference is context. And drugs. And the audacity to outright
lie just to get the upper hand in one of those seen-it-alldone-it-all conversations that usually ends with, “But I
ain’t never smoked crack with a Slovenian transvestite
dwarf.”

THE SECRETIVE SOUND
IN FIVE EASY PISSES

eldman? Feldman, are you there? I mean, are you really
there, Feldman? Fuck, come on, Feldman. Just tell me. Quit
your horsing around, for ass sake!

REFORMING
THE
S TAT E O F L E M U R I A

Y

es the story is heroic and extraordinary, but does the
music of Ace Frayleys’s Child speak for itself? Of course
it does. However, bands are forced to hire publicists and
biographers to speak for them so music critics and music
lovers alike don’t have to listen.

W

hen people talk about Ace Frayleys’s Child they often
make reference to “the sound”. Where does this “sound”
come from? Nobody knows better than axeman Black
Metal Donald Hallvorsson-Knudsen. His explanation is
part mystical allegory, part sage advice, part warning.
“I sold all my gear to get this boutique amp from Montana.
You heard of them? No? Man, they are an Orange if only
Orange had an on and off switch you could just press instead of flick. You know what I mean? This is going to be
so loud I’ll have to move to the forest to play through it.
That’s okay because it comes with a chainsaw, too. It outclasses the Marshall and the Vox I used to play through,
combined. I mean, you plug in and it makes noise! The
guy only makes two of them per year. Half of it is made
from an old school bus he has sitting outside his duplex.
The first thing I’m going to do when it arrives is piss on
it! That way nobody else will be able to play it, not even
my dog.”

A rare glimpse at the newborn kangaroo
responsible for the guitar solo on “The Mites”.
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Many people are divided on what the meaning of the
word “choach” means. Ace Frayleys’s Child is no
exception. After countless rehearsal sessions wasted
debating whether it was a synonym for coin purse, anglicization of the Slavic čoć or Yiddish tchotchke, they
decided never to speak of it again. Because of the
controversy, Ace Frayleys’s Child wisely chose not to use
that word in “The Mites”, dada’s triumphant lead track.
The lack of slang makes it instantly loveable. Perhaps it
is already The Most Loved Song of 2016. Google it.

“Across the
street from the
Rehabilitation
Institute of
Chicago, a
rhesus monkey
named Thor is
strapped into
a chair....What
Thor doesn’t
know is that
the
handle
isn’t wired to
anything.
It’s just a
mechanical
trick to make
his brain issue
the
right
commands.”
- Wired

If an artist does not reach the apex of another’s abilities,
he is failing. However, some suspect “Mean” G. Jean G.
Simmons of molding Ace Frayleys’s Child into something
they are not, but Simmons won’t have any of that.
“Everything you hear is what they did. Every note, every
syllable, every solo, every beat, every hi hat, every
harmony. Every period. Every question mark. Every a,
every b, every c,…” Simmons goes on to recite every letter
of the alphabet in English, Spanish, Arabic, and Hangul.
He then begins to list various “facts”, such as how
carbon dioxide is heavier than carbon monoxide,
therefore there cannot be such a thing as global warming.
On it goes. The biographer is unable to ask a second
question in the time allotted for the interview. Experts
maintain that this is a basic public relations strategy
used by the interviewee if he does not like the question.
Despite Simmons’s obfuscation, tubist Lil’ Dumplin’
offers insight into her important contribution to dada. “At the
risk of sounding trendy, ‘Snakes on a Bicycle’ was inspired
by The Luminaires. I fucking hate them and I wanted to make
a song that didn’t sound anyfuckingthing like the tissue
turdsickles they squeeze out.” After that angry outburst she
returns to what she calls “imitating elephant flatulance” on the
instrument she studied at Herman’s Antimonarchial
Conservatory in Lubbock, Texas.
The band’s fondness for wind instruments doesn’t stop
with Dumplin’s “Snakes On a Bicycle”. On several tracks,
Happy Beefcat, as a nod to his Scottish heritage, plays
the hash pipe, a set of Scottish bagpipes filled with hash.
He refrains from playing the instrument live, especially at
Highland Games events, for fear of arrest.
If there is one track that could propel Ace Frayleys’s Child
into the mainstrean, it is the tear-jerker “No Me Gusta”.
The lyrics for “No Me Gusta” can be roughly translated
as “I hate the enchilada man” in the English language or
“jeg kan ikke lide manden enchiladas” in Danish. This is
difficult song to translate because many of the subtle
nuances of Black Metal Donald Hallvorsson-Knudsen’s
native tongue do not have an equivalent in the universal
language of business. Much of the delicate meaning of
this poignant poem would be rendered cold and
meaningless if spoken by a certain unilingual Speaker of
the House of Representatives.
Critics can agree that dada is a masterpiece, but can
such a masterpiece be without controversy? Returning to
the subject of how “Mean” G. Jean G. Simmons influenced
the young band’s sound, it is rumoured that Simmons
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wrote and played the guitar solo on “Naked Lady”. The
notion is summarily dismissed by Hallvorsson-Knudsen.
“Fuck you!” he yells as he storms out of the room and
slams the door. Moments later, the same door opens
gingerly and another, “Fuck You!” hurtles forth from the
darkness outside the rural Oregon trailer where he has
chosen to speak on the subject. Silence. Finally, there
is a sound at the window screen. “Fuck you,” is
whispered menacingly. That was the last this journalist and
his record company have heard from HallvorssonKnudsen, apart from the occasional text message that
reads, “Fuck you.”
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Ace Frayleys’s Child in full corpse paint.
Controversy aside, the rise of Ace Frayleys’s Child is a
storybook tale of artistic greatness and accounting
incompetence. What will the future hold? The stars have
already cast their opinion. Let us summarize by stating
that The Penis Horse, a four-legged superhero that is
sometimes pictured with three or as many as five legs
when viewed without corrective lenses, was first
identified as a constellation by Babylonian astronomers
in 959 B.C., a point of contention among Chinese astrologers
like Wheezie Li. In late 2016, supergiant R136a1 and the
Pons Gambart comet will both be visible within The
Penis Horse, just as predicted by the Babylonians all
those years ago. Some musical purists believe the
Babylonians were the last civilization to play true rock
and roll. For those purists Ace Frayleys’s Child symbolizes
a rebirth of Babylonian rock and roll for the human race.
Further evidence is supported by Ramtha, the ancient
warrior from the lost continent of Lemuria. Channeled by
full-time mystic and Penis Horse follower Jayzee Knight,
Ramtha was purportedly quoted as saying, “My interdimensional nuts are killing me! Get this rebirth over with,
would you!”
www.FrayleyssChild.com
@FrayleyssChild
Media: Newd Smyth, Newd PR, 1-646-580-8955,
newsdsPR@gmail.com
dada is distributed by Alliance Entertainment.

